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A Propositional Classification of Spanish Sentences*

María Sandoval
University of Arizona

O. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to classify semantically the
sentences and clauses of Spanish using the framework proposed in

Chapter IV of Steele, Akmajian et al. (Steele 1981). The
framework refines the hypothesis that "AUX is that part of a

sentence which makes possible a judgment regarding its truth

value" (Steele 1981:157). This paper will illustrate how Spanish
instantiates the framework by schematizing the relationship among
its clauses and sentences and will show that, in the set of
erbal inflections classified as the indicative mood, there is an
lement that makes possible a judgment as to a sentence's truth
alue. Although a syntactic analysis arguing for the existence

of AUX will not be undertaken here, any such analysis would have
to reflect in some fashion the facts discussed in this paper.

The issue of truth value is approached here from a semantic
antage point. There is good reason for classifying sentences

according to their truth value. Steele has, by using her
definition of AUX and its instantiation in four different
(unrelated) languages, extracted from the interlinguistic
comparison of the constituents identified as AUX a set of seven

non -definitional properties (regarding position, composition,
internal order, etc.) which these four unrelated languages have

in common. It is the clustering of these properties that leads
to the hypothesis that AUX is crucial in determining the truth
alue of a sentence. The hypothesis explains why all these

properties should occur. In other words, the definition and the
hypothesis "... simply represent the same linguistic fact, but at

different levels of abstraction. The definition depends on...a
syntactic analysis; the hypothesis is a characterization of an
element identified in the syntax" (Steele 1981 :162).

I will not specifically show here that there is something in
Spanish which meets the definition of AUX given in Steele, but I

will show that there is something which, through its presence or
absence, determines the truth value of sentences. That

"something" is the inflections of the indicative mood. <1> The

semantic classification of Spanish sentences utilizing the Steele
framework validates the hypothesis in a language- particular way.

Instantiation of the framework serves two purposes. First,

the criterion for well -definedness for any general framework
requires that it be applicable to individual cases. Second, the
framework makes possible a contribution to the literature on the

Spanish subjunctive. It makes explicit the relationship between
sentences and clauses and provides a classification that makes
clear the different character of indicatives, on the one hand,
and imperatives, subjunctives and infinitives, on the other.

Specifically, the difference between the indicative and the
subjunctive /imperative /infinitive is due to their two different
propositional bases. That there is a propositional difference
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between the indicative and the subjunctive /imperative is not new.
As far back as 1920, Rodolfo Lenz distinguished between them:
"The INDICATIVE expresses propositions which are considered real

and actual (assertive judgments). The SUBJUNCTIVE and the
IMPERATIVE express propositions which are real only in our
imagination" (Lenz 1920:426; translation mine). What is new is
the treatment of the infinitive together with the imperative and
the subjunctive because of their identical propositional bases,
which the framework elucidates.

1. Non -Propositional Analyses of the Subjunctive

1.1 The Subordination Theory

Lenz was the first grammarian to give a propositional
interpretation of mood. He posited the difference between the
indicative, on the one hand, and the imperative and the
subjunctive, on the other, to be a function of the propositions
they expressed. Previous grammars said that the appearance of
the subjunctive was due to its subordinating verb (the
"subordination theory "). This posed the problem of how to
classify those subjunctives that appeared in independent
sentences; we shall look at two ways of solving it.

The Real Academia .divided the subjunctive into two types,
the "subjunctive" and the "imperative ". As to the first one, the
Academia said that "The subjunctive mood...is not...commonly
used...without another verb, expressed or tacit,..." (La Real
Academia 1888:64; emphasis added; translat ó mined ffie
provision of a "tacit" subordinating verb is the only way to
account for the many sentences that use the subjunctive but are
not subordinated and are not commands, if one assumes that such
forms occur only in subordinate clauses. We shal 1 see some of
those in Section 3.3. As to the subjunctive "imperative ", the
Academia confused function with form. True imperatives are used
only for commands and have only two forms, second- person singular
and second - person plural, both used for familiar address. The
command function can additionally be expressed with subjunctive
forms for second -person singular and second - person plural for
formal address, and for first- person plural, so- called
exhortatives. The subjunctive is also used for negative commands
for all persons, whether familiar or formal. Therefore, because
of their similar function in commands, the Academia grouped
together subjunctives and imperatives, despite their very
different morphological features. The resulting classification
can be schematized as follows:
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(1) SUBJUNCTIVE
and IMPERATIVE

SUBJUNCTIVE
(in subordinate
clauses)

SUBJUNCTIVE
and IMPERATIVE
(in independent
sentences)

SUBJUNCTIVE
(in dubitative
and optative
sentences)

SUBJUNCTIVE
and IMPERATIVE
(for commands)

As to infinitives, which are also used for commands, both
affirmative and negative, the Academia simply omitted them.

Andres Bello, in his Gramática Castellana first published in
the mid -Nineteenth Century, solved the problem in a similar way.

He divided the subjunctive into an "optative" and a "common"

subjunctive (Bello 1921 :126). In doing so, he was merely
fol lowing the practice of previous Latin grammarians, who had
used Greek models for their classifications. Greek had two

different moods, a subjunctive (for actions seen as doubtful) and
an optative (for actions seen as necessary or desirable), for
which Latin had only one corresponding mood, the subjunctive.
Basing their analyses on the Greek models, Latin grammarians thus

set up a bipartite division in the subjunctive mood to correspond
to the two Greek moods and called one the common or dubitative
subjunctive and the other the o tati ve subjunctive (Gi 1 i y Gaya

1960:119 -20). The optative ivision could account for all
subjunctive forms in their function as commands, since all
commands are actions seen as necessary or desirable on the part

of the speaker. This division, however, could not account for
the imperative mood, since the imperative mood was
morphologically different (see Nos. 50, 51 and 52 below). Bello

worked around this. He called the imperative "a particular form

of the optative" and wrote that it seemed to him "...preferable
to consider di ['say'; di is a second -person singular familiar
imperative form] as an abbreviation of quiero que digas ['I want

you to say'; digas is a second- person singular familiar
subjunctive form]...; and in this I do nothing more than adopt a

concept expressed by the Real Academia and by various
philologists here and abroad" (Bello 1921:124; translation mine).
Bello simply eliminated the imperative as a separate mood by
renaming it "optative" and lumping it together with the
"optative" subjunctive. Also, like the Real Academia, he omitted
any mention of infinitives as command forms. Bello's
classification can be schematized as follows:
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(2) SUBJUNCTIVE

COMMON (or
DUBITATIVE)
SUBJUNCTIVE
(to express
doubt)

(in subordinate
clauses)

(in independent
sentences, said
to have a tacit
subordinating
proposition)

OPTATIVE
SUBJUNCTIVE
(to express
necessity)

SUBJUNCTIVE
(toexpress

desire or
necessity)

(in subordinate
clauses)

SUBJUNCTIVE
and IMPERATIVE
(for commands)

(in independent
sentences, said to
have a tacit
subordinating
proposition)

As to the "common" subjunctive, Bello also took the position
that there is "an idea that dominates [the subjunctive] and that
could be represented by a subordinating proposition. Thus, in
Tus intereses prosperan ['Your interests are prospering'] it is

understood, without its being necessary to express it, sé, digo,

afirmo que tus intereses prosperan ['I know, I say, I affirm that
your interests are prospering']; and when we state a wish saying,
La fortuna to sea propicia ['May your fortune be favorable'], it

is understood cTeseo que la fortuna, etc. ['I wish that fortune,
etc.']" ( B e l l o Both Bello and the
Academia could only account for subjunctives in sentences by
positing what we currently call, after J.R. Ross, Robin Lakoff
and Jerrold M. Sadock, an abstract performative. But such a
solution poses bigger problems than it solves, then and now.

First, there is the problem of entailments. Sentences with
(abstract) propositions have different logical entailments from
sentences without: the sentence "Your interests are prospering"
entails that your interests indeed be prospering in order for its
propositional satisfaction conditions to be satisfied. But the

sentence "I affirm that your interests are prospering" entails
merely that I affirm so, not that they actually be, for its
propositional satisfaction conditions to be satisfied.

Moreover, the semantic nondistinctness among embedding verbs
inherent in a higher- performative analysis for declaratives
becomes even more pronounced when extended to subjunctive
sentences. For declaratives, the feature matrix for an embedding
verb, [ +V, +performative, +communication, +linguistic,
+declarative] (Ross 1969:224) would presumably allow verbs such
as say, state, assert, affirm, declare, etc. without much regard
for their semantic differences, yet these verbs are not synonyms.
For subjunctive sentences, it is not clear what the feature
matrix of the embedding verb would look like, but the verbs
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themselves would include an array such as querer 'to want',
ordenar 'to order', pedir 'to ask for', exigir 'to demand',
necesitar 'to need', etc., all of which must embed a subjunctive

in their sentential complements. Thus, although the semantic
difference between "I affirm to you that your interests are
prospering" and "I say to you that your interests are prospering"

may be a small one (though definitely present, nonetheless), the

difference between subjunctive sentences (without any

subordinating proposition, of course) and subjunctive clauses can
indeed be great. Compare, for instance, Muera el traidor! 'Let

the traitor die!' with the different meanings made possible by
the various realizations of the abstract embedding verb: Quiero

que muera el traidor 'I want the traitor to die', Ordeno que
muera -- l traidor 'I örder that the traitor die', Pido gue muera
el traidor 'I ask that the traitor die', Exijo que muera TÏ
traidor 'I demand that the traitor die', etc. Clearly, there is
no one abstract verb that can subsume the range of semantic
possibilities of which a subjunctive clause may partake. Thus,

the generality of the higher performative analysis renders it
semantically useless when applied to subjunctive sentences.

Finally, implicit in the abstract -performative analysis is a

prediction that the notion sentence either does not exist or else

has no phonetic realization: if all the structures of a language

which are used to perform speech acts have an abstract embedding

structure, then they are not really sentences but clauses!
Surely such an extreme position - -the logical consequence of the

abstract -performative analysis --must be considered untenable.
Under the subordinating theory, sentences using subjunctive

verbs were a problem to classify. The preceding treatments of
mood in Spanish are inadequate, since they resort to grouping
together imperatives and subjunctives used for commands, forms
which differ morphologically and syntactically, while at the same
time obscuring the similarities that unify them and other

subjunctives, both in sentences and clauses. The framework
adopted here, by contrast, clarifies the relationship among the

different moods and shows that the subjunctive is fundamentally
different from the indicative (and has an affinity with the
imperative and the infinitive), a difference which accounts for

its appearance in certain subordinated clauses as well as in

independent sentences.

1.2 Non -Propositional Analyses Continued

Many linguists and grammarians have, in general, continued
with the divisions set up by Bello and the Real Academia. The

Academia's current (1982) classification, for example, though
somewhat different from its earlier one discussed above, and
though no longer positing a tacit subordinating verb, still
suffers from one major flaw, and that is the confusion between
form and function. The Academia currently divides the
subjunctive into two types, one for commands and one for all
other functions. But the subjunctive for commands is classified
together with the imperative. The present division is as follows:
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(3)

(4)

SUBJUNCTIVE
and IMPERATIVE
(for commands)

SUBJUNCTIVE
(2.p formal, exhortatives,
and all negative commands)

IMPERATIVE
(2.p familiar, affirmative
commands)

SUBJUNCTIVE

POTENTIAL
(the old "common" subjunctive)

In independent In clauses

OPTATIVE

In independent In clauses
sentences sentences

In contrast to its earlier treatment of mood, the Academia now
does mention the use of the infinitive for commands, but labels
it a "vulgarism" (Real Academia 1982 :460). This is a purely
prescriptivist attitude; there is absolutely nothing vulgar about
infinitive commands when one considers the extent of their usage
in Spain, where they predominate: speakers everywhere are heard
using them; they appear in signs in public places such as parks,
theaters, museums and government offices; and large businesses
and enterprises such as the telephone company, the railroads,
banks, the subway system and the airlines employ them in their
signs and written instructions.

The confusion between form and function continues. Bello's
analysis of the imperative as the "optative subjunctive" is still
around; Gili y Gaya's definition of it is: "IMPERATIVE In

reality, this mood is an intensification of the optative
subjunctive" (1960 :127; translation mine). Others analyze
subjunctive forms used for commands as part of the imperative
mood: " . except for the second person plural, all the other
forms of the imperative are the same as those of the present
subjunctive..." (Criado de Val 1958 :175; translation mine) and
"It is necessary to analyze some formulas as equivalent to the
imperative: Tenga usted la bondad 'Please be so kind' [,] Haga
usted el favor 'If you would, please' [tenga 'have and haga do
are subjunctive forms]..." (Alonso 1968:147; translation mine).

One problem, then, in analyzing subjunctives has been the
form /function confusion between them and imperatives. Another
one has been arriving at a proper characterization of them:
should they be analyzed as a function of semantic or formal
factors? Most current analyses by grammarians (e.g., Alonso and
Henrfquez 1962, Marin 1972, Escarpanter 1979, and numerous
others) have followed the lead of the Real Academia, whose
current stance is: " . the forms of the subjunctive and the
indicative moods. ..(.are) expressions of the opposition
unreality /reality..." (Real Academia 1982:454; translation mine).
The Academia no longer subscribes to the subordination theory; it
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makes no mention anywhere of a "tacit" subordinating verb.
Positing a higher performative for subjunctive sentences, then,

is badly motivated and untenable, yet, as will become clear,
formal factors- -i.e., the subjunctive's obligatory appearance in

certain syntactic environments -- cannot be ignored.
Other current analyses still follow the subordination theory

first espoused by Bel 1 o. Gi 1 i y Gaya, for example, says that

"The subjunctive...depends on another verb which expresses some
degree of unreality; it is essential] subordinated. Sometimes,

nevertheless, we find the subjunctive in independent sentences...

Those are cases of mental subordinations that envelop psychically
the judgment that is expressed, although grammatically they might

not depend on a verb" (Gili y Gaya 1960 :118; emphasis added;

translation mine). Alcina and Blecua, too, give a formal

characterization of the indicative, the imperative, and the
subjunctive: "Following Bello's interpretation...[of mood, the

sets of person /number inflections] are in a tripartite
opposition, taking into account the fact that they can be ruled
by certain determined words. To this criterion, w iich muses 67

considered fundamental, we can add formal and semantic criteri"
(Alcina and Blecua 1975:755; emphasis added; translation mine).

This "tripartite opposition" refers, of course, to the paradigms

of the indicative, the imperative, and the subjunctive. Of

independent propositions using subjunctives, Alcina and Blecua

say that "...one can assume a verb of wishing as dominating the

structure" (1975:1016; translation mine).
Modern linguistics has also contributed to the perpetuation

of the subordination theory. Subjunctives in subordinate clauses
are seen as a function of lexical division of matrix verbs into

those taking indicatives and those taking subjunctives. That is,

matrix verbs are said to be accompanied by [ -SUBJ] or [ +SUBJ]

specifications, which identify the required form of the verb in
the clause. The problems with this approach are obvious: there

are verbs that can take either, for example sospechar 'to

suspect':

VUELVE
(5) SOSPECHO que Paco IND.

VUELVA
SUBJ.

mañana <2>

'I suspect that Paco will return tomorrow'

Although the English gloss can be the same for both sentences,
the Spanish sentence with the subjunctive in the embedded verb

expresses a higher degree of uncertainty about Paco's return. As

Juan M. Lope Blanch has put it, "Doubt can have degrees, and it

can lean towards affirmation or towards negation, that is,

towards certainty..." (Lope Blanch 1979 :57; translation mine).

Moreover, a division of verbs into types that have a [- SUBJ], a

[ +SUBJ] or a [ +SUBJ] feature does not explain the difference
between pairs of sentences in which certain conjunctions, rather
than the embedding verb, can take either the subjunctive or the
indicative, with a concomitant difference in meaning. Consider

pairs of sentences like the following:
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(6) En cuanto Ricardo se DUERME, me VOY
IND. IND.

'As soon as Ricardo goes to sleep, I leave'

(7) En cuanto Ricardo se DUERMA, me VOY
SUBJ. IND.

'As soon as Ricardo goes to sleep, I'm leaving '

I'11 leave f

Sentence (6) expresses habitual action, but sentence (7)
expresses future action. The only difference between them is the
mood of the verb in the clause. The difference is due to the
conjunction's, not the embedding verb's, having two different
mood options in the clausal verb. For example, if we replace en
cuanto 'as soon as' with si 'if', the embedded verb cannot be in

the subjunctive:

(8) Si Elena se DUERME, me VOY
IND. IND.

I leave
'If Elena goes to sleep, I'm leaving '

I'll leave

When the conjunction si 'if' is used, the indicative can express
both habitual and future action. It is the conjunction en
cuanto 'as soon as', then, not the verb, that makes it possibTé
or+ either the indicative or the subjunctive to appear in the

clause in (6) and (7) above. Thus, any subordination account of

the subjunctive would have to apply not only to subordinating
verbs, but also to conjunctions (and, as we wi l 1 see later on,
also to certain adverbs, to verbs in the negative but not in the
affirmative, etc.). Such a solution is, at best cumbersome; at
worst, it lacks explanatory power. Even Hadlich, himself a
proponent of the subordination theory, has written that "[a
subordination theory] obscures the basic fact of the intimate
relationship between the subjunctive and the semantic content of

sentences" (Hadlich 1973:30; translation mine). Many other
grammarians have made reference to the semantic difference
between clauses in the indicative and those in the subjunctive,
among them Gili y Gaya 1960, M. Criado de Val 1968, etc.

During the last few years, linguists have begun to question
a syntactical ly -based account of mood in subordinated clauses.
Rivero has found that the "presuppositional nature of the
complement affects its syntactic behavior" (Rivero 1971:335).
Hooper and Terrell (1974) have hypothesized a relationship
between assertion and mood in sentential complements; they show
that the relationship between the matrix verb and the mood of the
complement verb is dependent upon the truth value of the
embedded proposition. In "Assertion and Presupposition in

Spanish Complements ", Terrell examines "in semantic terms the
relationship between assertion and presupposition and their
correlation with...[mood]" (Terrell 1976 :221) and concludes that
"mood is[not] syntactically based,...[but] is meaningful"
(Terrell 1976:240). In "Semantic Factors in Spanish Mood ", Klein
shows that there is a relationship among assertivity, emotivity
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and mood in sentential complements (Klein 1977:3 -19). James P.

Lantolf, in an empirical study in which he administered a

questionnaire to 189 Puerto Rican informants in Rochester, New
York, found, among other things, that "the evidence supports the
semantic theory of mood as proposed by Lenz, and Hooper and
Terrell" (Lantolf 1978:210).

1.3 Why a Propositional Analysis is Preferable to Non -
Propositional Ones

None of the past or present analyses of the subjunctive
presents a full and adequate picture of the facts. The confusion

between form and function is a major problem. Proponents of both
formal and semantic approaches have grouped together imperatives
and subjunctives because of their command function. Independent
subjunctive sentences likewise present a problem for the formal
analysis, which either cannot explain them or must resort to the

positing of a higher abstract verb. Even subordinated clauses
can be a problem with this approach, as when either the
subjunctive or the indicative may appear in the clause. So-

called semantic analysis of the type found in grammar books are

simply lists of verbs and expressions that take the subjunctive,
grouped under categories such as doubt, fear, emotion,
possibility, probability, subjective necessity, objective
necessity, etc., as weri as lists of formal environments in which
the subjunctive may or must appear, such as conjunctions,
adverbs, etc. A semantic analysis based on presupposition (or
emotivity, or assertivity, or combinations thereof) does not
present a full picture, either, since it deals only with
subordinated clauses and excludes subjunctives in independent
sentences and commands. Even an analysis based on a combination
of formal and semantic factors would not be complete, since it
would have descriptive value but no explanatory power.
Optimally, the subjunctive, or any mood, must be analyzed
propositionally.

It is the propositional basis of a sentence that dictates
both its formal and semantic characteristics. Without the
propositional basis to unify them, the characteristics are merely
reflections of one another, without in any way providing a simple
and coherent explanation for the subjunctive (or the indicative,

or the imperative, or the infinitive). One can focus on some, or
even all, of the formal and semantic characteristics of sentences

and sti l l not be able to explain why they reflect one another.
(9) below schematizes the relationship among semantic and formal

characteristics:

(9)

FORMAL
CHARACTERISTICS
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If, however, the propositional basis of sentences is taken into
account, the formal and semantic phenomena are unified, as (10)
represents schematically:

(10)

FORMAL
CHARACTERISTICS

SEMANTIC
CHARACTERISTICS

In sections 3 and 4, sentences will be classified, and some
of their formal and semantic characteristics discussed, in terms
of their propositional bases. It will be shown that a sentence's
formal and semantic characteristics reflect one another, a

property which is explainable only as a function of its
higher characteristic, its propositional basis. It will be shown
that a propositional analysis fully explains the subjunctive. It

explains the indicative, the imperative and the infinitive no
less fully.

Except for Lenz's, preceding analyses of mood have failed to
make a distinction among the indicative, the subjunctive and the
imperative on the grounds of the propositional basis of the
structures in which they occur. Some of them have also grouped
together the subjunctive and the imperative because of their
function as commands, ignoring their morphological and other
syntactic differences. And no one has ever remarked on the
propositional similarity of the infinitive to the subjunctive and
the imperative.

This proposal, by contrast, (1) clarifies the relationship
among the different moods, (2) classifies all subjunctives in
sentences, not just commands, with imperatives and infinitives
because of their common propositional basis, (3) crucially
distinguishes indicatives from all other forms on the grounds of
their having tense, and (4) separates clausal subjunctives and
infinitives from sentential ones, on the basis of the latter's
being functional structures in the language. In essence, this
proposal takes very complex phenomena and goes a long way towards
classifying the different moods of Spanish, separating the
dissimilar and unifying the similar and the functionally
equivalent. The Steele et al. framework provides "...an elegant
way of distinguishing among a variety of phenomena...and
predicting some of these distinctions" (Steele 1981:211).

2. Definitions and Framework

The framework used here is that proposed in Chapter IV of
Steele (Steele 1981:168 -173), as is the substance of the
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following definitions, postulates and diagrams.

2.1 Definitions

All grammatical terms are used in their traditional sense

unless specified otherwise.

2.1.1 Clauses ( "C ") - a class of structure which includes

relative clauses, sentential complements, and "adjuncts ", as set

forth below:

(a) sentential complement - an embedded structure which is

an argument to a verb.

(b) adjunct - a subordinate structure which is not an
argument to a verb but fulfills an adverbial function.

2.1.2 Propositional bases ( "P" and "P ") - the propositional
satisfaction conditions of speech acts. They are of two kinds:

(a) the propositional basis which is complete and
responsible to fact because it makes a statement
corresponding to reality. This group includes
declaratives, which are true if they are assertions

whose propositional basis is satisfied, and questions,

whose propositional basis is satisfied if a positive
answer to the question is a true assertion. This
propositional basis will be represented by "P ";

and
(b) the propositional basis which is neither complete nor

responsible to fact, but to deed, because completion
depends on persons or circumstances external to the
speaker, such as commands or requests. This proposi-
tional basis will be represented by ", ".

2.1.3 Sentences ( "S) - the structures of a language used to
perform speech acts whose analyses depend on propositional
satisfaction conditions. By the foregoing definitions, Class S

may include interrogatives, declaratives, and commands and
requests, and must exclude all clauses.

2.2 Framework

2.2.1 Postulates and Their Consequences

I. Tense is a function from , to P.
II. Functions are always additive semantically and never

non -additive syntactically.
The consequences of II are:
(a) If there is a function from X to Y, there is no

function from Y to X.
(b) If the interpretation of members of Y depends on the

interpretation of members of X, then there is a function from X
to Y.
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2.2.2 Diagrams and Proscribed Functions

Postulate I yields the following diagram:

P

TENSE

Postulate II, applied to the objects termed ¡, P, C and S,
yields the following diagrams:

(12)

(14)

C

(13)

(15)

As an automatic consequence of II(a), the following
functions are proscribed:

*p

*S

*C

r
r *C P

r

*S P

No other functions will be considered here.

2.2.3 The Framework and its Language- Particular Application

If tense is a universal function from 107 to P, then it is
possible to classify the sentences of a particular language, in

this case Spanish, using one of the diagrams (12) to (15) above.
The appropriate characterization of the relationship between
clauses and sentences in Spanish is that represented by Diagram
(15) above.

3. Mappings

3.1 Mapping from P to P

Since the mapping from ¡ to P is central to this type of
classification, it provides a good starting point.
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Spanish has four sets o,f verb inflections (the indicative,

the subjunctive, the infinitive and the imperative) called
"moods" (but see footnote 1).

The set of endings I wi l 1 focus on for this mapping is the
indicative, which contains five tenses: two non -past (the present

and the future), two past (the preterit and the imperfect), and
one past but referring to the future (the conditional). These

inflections attach to verb roots to express person, number, and

tense /aspect <3> or tense/modality.
The indicative mood conjugational paradigms of the verbs

hab l ar 'to speak', comer 'to eat' and v i v it 'to live' are given

below in (16 -20). (To conjugate a verb, the appropriate endings

are added to the verb root, in this case habl-, com -, and v i v -.

The numbers 1, 2 and 3 refer to first, secon and third person,

respectively.)

(16) Present, a non -past tense with imperfective aspect:

hablar
singular plural

1 o

2 habl- as is

3 a n

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

comer
sq. pl.

o emos
com- gisles

e en

vivir
sg. pl.

I viv- es
e

(17) Future, anon -past tense which can express
probability:

hab 1-
a réé
arás
arg

aremos
areis
aragn

com-
erd
ergs ergis
erg erán

viv-
iré
irás
irá

iremos
irgis
irán

(18) Preterit, a past tense with perfective aspect

o

hablar
singular plural

habl-

(19)

6

amos
aste ásteis
6 aron

comer, vivir
singular plural

com-, viv- liste fsteis
i6 ieron

Imperfect, a past tense with imperfective aspect

hablar comer, vivir
pluralsingular plural

habl-
aba
abas
aba

ábamos
gbais

II aban

singular

com-, viv-
ía
fas
fa

famos
fais
fan
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1

2

3

(20) Conditional, a future tense with relation to the past

hablar
singular pral

arfa arfamos
habl- arlasariais

urla arfan

singular plural singular plural

1

erla erfamos
com-{erlas erfais

erfa erfan

irfa iríamos
viv- irlas iríais

irta irían

There are sixty -nine formally different endings: 14 for the

present (the -ER and the -IR verbs share four endings), 18 for
the future, 12 for the preterit, 10 for the imperfect ( -ER and -IR

share all endings), and 15 for the conditional. In addition,
there are ten endings for irregular verbs in the present, the
irregular existential verb hay 'there is, there are' in the

present, six irregular endings for the future, and three for the

preterit, as follows:

(21) Present irregular endings for estar 'to be' (and

others):

1

2

3

singular plural

oy

est- { ás

I á Ián

(22) Present irregular forms and endings for ser 'to be:

1

2

3

ser

singular plural

eres s- ois

es on

(23) Present irregular ending for haber 'to have' (and

others) and the existential verb hay:

haber

singular
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(24) Future irregular endings for poder 'to be able to'
(and others):

1

2

3

poder

singular plural

(ré
pod- j r6s

rá
réis
rán

(25) Preterit irregular endings of decir 'to say' (and
others) :

1

2

3

decir

singular plural

dij-
(e

lo leron

There is a total of ninety -four endings, comprising all of

the indicative inflections. They are the only ones that mark
tense, as subsequent discussion will show, and they therefore
provide the mapping from , to P:

(26) P

INDICATIVE INFLECTIONS

The indicative inflections exhaust the possible mappings
from ,J15^ to P.

3.2 Mapping from P to S

By definition, declaratives, interrogatives and imperatives
are sentences. In mapping the function from P to S we can
automatically exclude the imperative and related command forms,
since they lack the indicative inflections that would afford them
membership in P.-. Declaratives and interrogatives, however, do
have indicative inflections, so the simplest way to map the
function from P to S is to state the difference between questions
and statements. In Spanish, this difference is signaled through
intonation:

(27) Diego I. DURMIO
IND

'Diego slept'
(Statement)
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(28) ¿Diego JDURMIO?
IND (Question)

'Diego slept ?'
'Did Diego sleep ?'

(29) DURMIOI Diego
IND (Statement)
'Diego slept'

(30) ZDURMIO fDiego?
IND (Question)
'Did Diego sleep ?'

Word order may be SV, as in (28), or VS, as in (30). This

account of intonation in questions is somewhat simplified. For

example, in questions with WH- words, the intonation pattern is
different from those without them. However, "[i]ntonational
features are always present" (Kahane 1950:255) and are the

crucial element in question formation. Our mappings are now the

following:

(31)
INTONATION

FP"

3.3 Mapping from IF to S

Since imperatives and subjunctive command forms have been

excluded from the mapping P to S, but are, by definition,
sentences, and since functions are always additiv semantically,
it must be the case that there is a function from ,4P to S. There

are, in fact, several morphological processes involved.
Commands in Spanish may take five different forms. Second -

person (familiar) commands, both singular and plural, use the
imperative form:

(32) ¡HABLA!
IMP

'speak!'
(second - person singular, familiar address)

(33) ;HABLAD!
IMP (second - person plural, familiar address)

'Speak!'

The second - person pronouns for formal address (usted 'you,

singular' and ustedes 'you, plural') take third - person verb
forms. (Cf. English use of third - person forms for royal address,
e.g., "Would Her Highness like more tea ? ", except that in
Spanish, this usage is completely productive.) Thus, for
commands to usted and ustedes, third -person forms are used.
These, together with first- person plural "exhortatives" use
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present -form subjunctives:

(34) ¡HABLE!
SUBJ (third -person singular, for usted)
'Speak!'

(35) iHABLEN!
SUBJ (third - person plural, for ustedes)
'Speak!'

(36) iHABLEMOS!
SUBJ (first -person plural)
'Let's speak!'

The infinitive may also be used for commands:

(37) ¡HABLAR, niños!
INF
'Speak, children!'

All negative commands, whether familiar or formal, use present -

form subjunctives:

(38) iNo HABLES!
SUBJ (second - person singular, familiar)

'Don't speak!'

(39) No HABLEIS!
SUBJ (second -person plural, familiar)

'Don't speak'

(40) 1No HABLE!
SUBJ (third - person singular, for usted)

'Don't speak!'

(41) iNo HABLEN!
SUBJ (third - person plural, for ustedes)

'Don't speak!'

(42) No HABLEMOS!
SUBJ (first -person plural)

'Let's not speak!'

There are other sentences which also take subjunctive forms.

They are divided into two groups, one which expresses doubt
(the "dubitative" subjunctive) and one which expresses desire or

necessity (the "optative" subjunctive). The dubitative is

confined to cases in which the doubt is expressed adverbially by
tal vez, acaso and quizá(s) 'maybe, perhaps':
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(43) Tal vez
Acaso DUERMA bien esta noche
Quizás) SUBJ

Maybe I'll
Perhaps I'll sleep well tonight

I may

The optative can appear either in the past- or the present -
form subjunctive. A few examples are given in order to convey
the flavor of these sentences; the translations are quite fluid:

(44) iFUERA bueno!
SUBJ
'NP should be so lucky!'

(45) VIERA que feo me senti'
SUBJ
'I wish I could tell you how bad I felt'

(46) QUISIERA el mejor
SUBJ
'I would like the best one'

(47) SEA por Dios
SUBJ
'So be it'

(48) Ojalá VENGAN
SUBJ

'I hope they come'

Neither the subjunctive nor the imperative mood shares any
of the formal characteristics of the indicative. A comparison of
the indicative endings ((16) through (25) above) with the endings
of all other moods, as set forth below, shows that they are all
different:

2

(49) Infinitive endings:

1st conjugation 2nd conjugation 3rd conjugation

habl- ar com- er

(50) Imperative endings, familiar:

hablar

sg. pl.

thabl- a ad

corner

sg. pl.
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(51) Present -form subjunctives:

1

2

3

hablar

pl.

comer, vivir

pl.sg. sq.

habl- es
e

emos
gis
en

com-, viv-
a

asa
amos

Ian

(52) Present -form subjunctive irregular endings for estar
'to be' and dar 'to give':

sg. pl.

1

2

3

est-, d-

.
e

ks
é én

(53) Past -form subjunctives:

1

2

3

sq. pl.

ara gramos
habl- aras irais

ara aran

sg. pl.

com-, viv-
iéra
iras
iera

/iéramos
ierais
ieran

(54) Past -form subjunctive irregular endings for decir 'to

say' (and others):

sg. pl.

1 era
2 dij- feras rais
3 f1 era ran

(There is also another set of endings for the past -form
subjunctive, the " -se forms" as in habl -ase, com -iese, etc. as
opposed to the " -ra forms" in (53) and (54) above. The two sets
are i nterchangeab t i n p r a c t i c a l l y a l l c l a u s e s . They are for a l l

practical purposes functionally equivalent, since the differences
between them are based "...more on stylistic, rather than
grammtical causes." (Criado de Val 1958:171; translation mine.)
Only the -ra forms, however, may be used in sentences, so only
these forms will be considered here.)

The imperative, the infinitive and the subjunctive, both
present- and past -form, can all be used to form sentences, given
the characterization of sentnces above. Sentences of command?.
together with dubitatives and optatives, map the function from
to S:
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(55)

IMPERATIVE
INFINITIVE
SUBJUNCTIVE, Present- and
Past -form

Diagram (55) reflects a relationship among the imperative,
the infinitive and the subjunctive, all of which provide the
mapping between ¿r and S. The classifying together of these
three moods results in great economy of description, because the
resulting binary opposition between the indicative and the other
moods is accomplished through the use of just one feature, tense,
which can be schematized as follows:

(56) P

INDICATIVE
( +Tense)

S

IMPERATIVE

fr SUBJUNCTIVE
INFINITIVE

(- Tense)

The advantage of such a classification is, obviously
simplicity. It is an advance over previous analyses in that it
sheds light on the real similarity between the subjunctive and
the imperative, which was thought to be their function as

commands but turns out to be their propositional identity. It
also analyzes the infinitive as propositionally identical to the
other two moods, and the infinitive was previously thought to be
very different. Lenz, for example, calls it "a verboid (which)
does not contain...(a) subject and...if a nominative subject is
added, does not form with it a separable proposition, though they
may contain all the elements for a complete judgment." (Lenz,
1920:371; translation mine.) In short, it classifies together
the subjunctive, the imperative and the infinitive on the grounds
that they share a propositional basis,, and places the
indicative in opposition on the grounds that its propositional
basis is P and that P is a function of tense.

3.4 Mapping from P to C

Subordinated clauses in Spanish may be tensed or untensed.
In general, verbs which take clausal complements are

subdivided into two types: some have their clausal verb in the
indicative and some in the subjunctive. Saber 'to know' is of
the former type.
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Saber is polysemic; it expresses modal and non -modal
meanings. <4> It is saber's propositional, non -modal sense with
which we are concerned:

(57) SE que Rita DUERME tarde
IND IND
'I know that Rita sleeps late'

As sentence (57) shows, a sentential complement embedded by
saber has its verb in the indicative; neither the subjunctive nor
the infinitive may appear in the clause.

(58) *SE que Rita DUERMA tarde
IND SUBJ
'I know that Rita sleep late'

(59) *SE que Rita DORMIR tarde
IND INF
'I know that Rita to sleep late'

Since the clauses embedded by saber are in the indicative,
they originate in P; the subordinator que 'that' thus maps the
function between P and C:

3.5 Mapping from P to C

IMPERATIVE
SUBJUNCTIVE
INFINITIVE

In contrast to the indicative, the subjunctive cannot
express tense. The word "tense" is used here in the sense of
Steele (1981): it refers to those grammatical elements marking
temporal reference for time relative to the time of the speech
act, not relative to the temporal value associated with a

superordinate verb. Given that definition, the subjunctive has
no tense, as subsequent discussion will show.

Traditionally, the labels "present" and "past" have been
given to the two groups of subjunctive forms in (51 -52) and (53-
54) respectively, because the form of the embedded subjunctive
verb depends on the tense of the embedding verb. If the
embedding verb is in a non -past tense, the embedded one takes a
"present" form, but if the embedding verb is in a past tense, the
embedded one takes a "past" form. These agreement facts have led
to the analysis of the subjunctive as having two tenses, a past
and a present --not unreasonably, since the study of subjunctives
has generally focused on their appearance in clauses, where the
formal agreement is obvious. But independent sentences show
clearly that the subjunctive is not marked for absolute time.
Compare the following sentences:
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(61) Tu mama VIENE
¡

mañana
*ayer

IND, present
'Your mother is coming j tomorrow

l *yesterday}

(62) Tu mamá VINO j *mañana l

l ayer j

IND, preterit
'Your mother came *tomorrow

{ yesterday Ç

(63) Ojalá tu mamá VENGA
f

mañanat
*ayer

SUBJ, present -form
'Hopefully, your mother may come tomorrow

{ *yesterday

(64) Ojalá tu mamá VINIERA j mañana
l *ayer

SUBJ, past -form
'If your mother would only come

Ç

tomorrow! l '

*yesterday!]

Sentences (61) and (62) are marked for absolute time. The
temporal reference of (61) is non -past; it cannot be used with
ayer 'yesterday', an adverb of past time. The opposite is true
of (62). Its temporal reference is past, and it can only be used
with the corresponding adverb, ayer. But sentences (63) and (64)

do not behave in a parallel fashion. Both are fine with mañana
'tomorrow', but bad with ayer. If (63) and (64) were marking
absolute time, as (61) and (62) are, the behavior of the two
pairs would be identical. The difference between (61) and (62)
is one of the absolute time of the event each expresses. The
difference betweeen (63) and (64) is one of doubt as to the
event's taking place, as the glosses indicate. The difference
between the present -form and past -form subjunctive, then, is not

one of tense. <5>
The analysis of the subjunctive as being tensed has by no

means been universal. It has always kept its labels of "past"
and "present ", but many grammarians have noticed its inability to
mark absolute time in the sense that the indicative does: "The
tenses of the subjunctive indicate temporal relations much more
darkly than those of the indicative...the temporal meaning of the
subjunctive tense is in each case determined by that of the
indicative of the main [sentence]" (Alonso and Henriquez,
1962:155; translation mine); "The temporal forms of the
subjunctive offer a series of ambivalences..." ( Marin, 1972:187;
translation mine); "The tenses of the subjunctive express a more
indeterminate [temporal] relation than those of the indicative."
(Alonso, 1968:143; translation mine); "...the temporal relations
of the different 'tenses', or forms, [of the subjunctive], are
much less clear than in the indicative." (Gi l i y Gaya, 1960 :155)
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and "In the forms of the subjunctive the term tenses becomes

inadequate, because the mood colors the verbal concept in such a

way that temporal relations play almost no part;..." (Gili y

Gaya, 1960 :135 -6, translations mine); and "...[the subjunctive]
vacillates in an amorphous, easily variable time. In this sense,

the subjunctive can be considered an intermediate grade between

the atemporality of the infinitive and the precise temporal
division into...compartments...that characterize the indicative."
(Criado de Val, 1958 :168; translation mine).

Though the tenselessness of the subjunctive becomes more
striking in independent sentences, even clauses can attest to it.

I will cite two pieces of evidence, one internal and one
dialectal, that show that the subjunctive is tenseless.

First, subjunctives can be replaced by infinitives with
certain conjunctions and prepositions, for example sin 'without'.

Sentences (65) and (66) have their embedded verbs in the
subjunctive, (65) in the "past" and (66) in the "present ":

(65) Rosa se FUE sin que yo lo SUPIERA
IND (preterit) SUBJ ( "past ")

'Rosa left without my knowing it'

(66) Rosa se VA sin que yo lo SEPA
IND (present) SUBJ ( "present ")

'Rosa leaves without my knowing it'

If que is not present, however, the embedded verb appears in the
infinitive, regardless of the tense of the matrix verb, as in
sentences (67) and (68):

(67) Rosa se FUE sin SABERLo yo
IND INF

'Rosa left without my knowing it'

(68) Rosa se VA sin SABERLo yo
IND INF

'Rosa leaves without my knowing it'

There are also some conditional sentences which can have
their protases either in the subjunctive or the infinitive. For

example, both

and

protasis % ,- apodosis-
(69) Si TUVIERA lo necesario, te VISITARIA

SUBJ ( "past ") IND

'If I had what I need, I would visit you'

protasis

(70) En caso que TENGA lo necesario, te VISITARE
SUBJ ( "present ") IND

'In case I have what I need, I will visit you'

can be paraphrased in such a way that their apodoses remain
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intact but their protases take infinitives instead of

subjunctives:
(71) A TENER lo necesario, to VISITARIA

INF IND

'If I had what I need, I would visit you'

(72) En caso de TENER lo necesario, to VISITARE
INF IND

'In case I have what I need, I will visit you'

The subjunctive in (69) is a past form, the one in (70) a present
one, yet both can be replaced by a tenseless infinitive in (71)
and (72). Were the subjunctives in (69) and (70) truly tensed,
the tense would be making a semantic contribution to the
sentence. If so, the replacement of a past and present form by a

tenseless infinitive would neutralize the difference between the
two sentences. However, there is no semantic difference between
sentences (69) and (70) and their paraphrases (71) and (72); the
same conclusion extends to sentences (65) and (66) employing
subjunctives and their paraphrases (67) and (68) employing
infinitives. Infinitives can substitute for both "past" and
"present" subjunctives without in any way changing the meaning of
the sentences. The conclusion that the subjunctive is tenseless
is unavoidable.

The second piece of evidence for the tenselessness of the
subjunctive is dialectal. There are dialects of Spanish, such as
the rioplatense Argentinian dialect, in which the present -form
subjunctive can co -occur with matrix verbs in any tense: <6>

(73)

Tina

QUIERE (present)
IND

QUERIA (imperfect) que yo DUERMA tarde
IND SUBJ ( "present ")

'Tina wants me to sleep late'
{wanted}

In this dialect, the past -form and present -form subjunctives are
equally grammatical when the embedding verb is in a past tense,
as in "Exigi6 que lo manden (mandaran) pronto ('He demanded that
they send him soon')" (Donni de Mirande, 1977:55), where exigió
'he demanded' is in the preterit, manden 'they send' in the
present -form subjunctive, and mandaran'they send' in the past -
form subjunctive. This dialectal usage provides further evidence
that the difference between the "past" and the "present"
subjunctive is not temporal, but one of formal agreement between
the embedding and the embedded verbs. The temporal
interpretation of a sentence always depends only on the tense of
the matrix verb. As Alcina and Blecua say, "The forms of the
subjunctive have a syntagmatic time imposed by the ordering axis
of the subordinating verb..." (Alcina and Blecua, 1975:761;
translation mine), where they define " syntagmatic time" as being
a "-.function of-.[the time] expressed by other verbal forms,
as happens with the subjunctive." (Alcina and Blecua, 1975 :760;
translation mine.) In this paper, all subjunctives are labeled
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"past- form" and "present form ", to emphasize their formal, non -

temporal nature.
It has been necessary to show that the subjunctive is

atemporal in order to map the function T to C. Tense was

earlier postulated to be a function from Or to P, but, as a

consequence of another postulate ( "if there is a function from X

to Y, there is no function from Y to X ") the reverse is not the

case. Thus, in order to show that subjunctives can be a function

directly from 47 to either C or S, I needed to show that the
subjunctive is different from the indicative in that it marks no

tense and is therefore a member of JT.
The embedded verbs of certain verbs never appear in the

indicative. The mood of sentential -complement verbs of verbs

like saber 'to know' in affirmative sentences is predictable --it

is always in the indicative. Just as predictable is another group

of verbs whose complements are never in the indicative. To this

latter category belong querer 'to want', pedir 'to ask for',

rogar 'to plead', ordenarr'to order', necesitar 'to need', and

many other verbs and expressions. The subjunctive in the clause

is an inherent necessity of the matrix verb:

(74) QUIERO que Marco DUERMA tarde
IND SUBJ
'I want Marco to sleep late'

Under conditions of coreference of the matrix and embedded
subjects, the embedded verb is an infinitive;

(75) QUIERO DORMIR tarde
IND INF
'I want to sleep late'

When the embedded verb is an infinitive, que is absent. With

non -coreferent subjects, the embedded verb may never be in the

indicative, a behavior which is true only of these verbs:

(76) *QUIERO que Marco DUERME tarde
IND IND
'I want that Marco sleeps late'

This is in direct contrast to the behavior of embedded verbs of
matrices like saber 'to know', whose clausal verb with a non -
coreferent subject must be in the indicative (see sentences (57),
(58), and (59) above).

It appears that the subjunctive plus que and the infinitive
can be the function from ,[P to C. This completes the four
mappings that were originally said to instantiate diagram (15) in

Spanish:
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(77)
que

C

P

INTONATION

IND
_

S

SUBJ + que
INF. IMPERATIVE

SUBJUNCTIVE
INFINITIVE

This constitutes a schematic characterization of the
relationship between sentences and clauses in Spanish. The

framework is a general one; the instantiation of the paths,
however, is absolutely language- particular.

4. The Distinct Character of ,fP and P Clauses

It has been shown in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 that there are two

different paths to C, giving us two types of clauses, a fact
which might lead us to expect some semantic difference between
the two. The clauses are, in fact, quite different, and looking
at the environments in which each may appear will help to point

out the difference.

4.1 Environments Where Either 4-For P Clauses May Appear

There are two ways to explore the semantic significance of
the two paths to clauses. One is to consider the difference
between pairs of sentences whose embedded verb can be in either
the indicative or the subjunctive, since the indicative and
subjunctive moods cannot be said to be in functional opposition
unless both may appear in the same syntactic pattern. As the
following sentences will show, both moods may appear in the same
syntactic patterns as a matter of the speaker's choice, and that
choice is meaningful.

Verbs like creer to believe' can take either indicative or
subjunctive sentential complements in negative sentences, but
only indicative in affirmative ones:

AFFIRMATIVE

(78) CREO que Mimi DUERME tarde
IND IND
'I think l that Mimi sleeps late'

believe

NEGATIVE:

(79) No CREO que Mimi DUERMA tarde
IND SUBJ

'I don't fthink
1

that Mimi sleeps late'
believe
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(80) No CREO que Mim( DUERME tarde
IND IND

'I don't jthink
i

that Mimi sleeps late'
believe

In sentence (78), creer appears in an affirmative matrix
sentence and is clearly an assertion. An affirmative creer
sentence cannot have a subjunctive complement:

(81) *CREO que Mimi DUERMA tarde
IND SUBJ
'I )think ) that Mimi sleeps late'

¿believe]

The verbs in the embedded clauses in sentences (79) and (80),

however, whose matrices are negative, can be in either the

indicative or the subjunctive, depending on the speaker's

attitude toward the embedded proposition: in (79), the speaker

has much greater doubt about whether Mimi sleeps late.
The same phenomenon that occurs with creer can be observed

with other verbs of belief like pensar 'to think' and saber 'to

know', as well as with relative and other clauses under the

appropriate semantic conditions, i.e., depending on the speaker's

attitude or belief about the embedded proposition. These clauses

are numerous, though, and to give examples of them all would go

far beyond the stated purpose of this section. I have shown,
however, that there are major syntactic patterns in which either
the indicative or the subjunctive may appear in the clause with

different semantic consequences.

4.2 Environments Where ¿ Clauses Commonly Appear

Another way to look into the semantic difference between the

indicative and subjunctive clauses is to consider why the

subjunctive predictably appears with verbs of volition and in
clauses introduced by certain conjunctions: para 'so that', sin
'without', con tal (de) 'so long as', etc. Since with these the
mood of the clause is not a matter of choice, the conclusion that
the subjunctive is due to lexical subcategorization and not to
semantic reasons is, at face value, a logical one. But it may

well be that the subjunctive, even with these verbs and
conjunctions, is propositionally based. An alternative to
syntactic conditioning would be inherent semantic necessity: the

appearance of the subjunctive with verbs such as alegrarse 'to be
glad' and lamentar 'to regret', and with certain conjunctions, is

dictated by their semantic makeup. Hadlich writes that "(i)n the
case of...para, sin, etc.... with which the subjunctive is the
rule...we must suppose that the meaning of these words is such
that they are necessarily accompanied by this external semantic
conditioning (e.g., Para que td hagas esto 'So that you may do

this', Sin que tG me hayas visto-Without your having seen me',
etc.)" 7171-ad l ich, 1973:30T; translation mine.) The same
explanation can be given for querer type verbs: "If mood is not
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syntactically determined by the matrix verb but is dependent upon

the type of information the speaker desires to convey about a
specific proposition, then mood is meaningful even in sentences

of the volitional category." (Lantolf, 1978:210).
In his empirical study, Lantolf found that the indicative

mood was preferred most often in assertive propositions and least

in volitional constructions, and that "(W)ithin the volitional
category, the closer one approaches to the notion of imperative,
the less likely the indicative is to be chosen. In doubt
constructions, some sentences express propositions which are
closer to the notion of assertion and therefore contain an
embedded verb in the indicative. Other sentences are seen as
truly dubitative, and the subjunctive mood is preferred."
(Lantolf, 1978 :211) But whether or not we accept a semantic
analysis of the subjunctive for all of its appearances, it is

undeniable that in those cases iñ which either mood may appear
speakers have a semantic option open to them. They may assert or
not, as they choose, and assertion is always signaled by the
indicative, neutrality or doubt by the subjunctive.

The tense of the verb in the clause is intimately tied to
the contribution the clause makes to the sentence as a whole. A

clause from P is quite different in character from one from.
The classification of sentences proposed here shows that, and it
is consistent with the semantic facts in Spanish. Any analysis
of Spanish sentences and clauses which does not recognize this
two -way division is simply inadequate.

5. Conclusion

This paper has shown how Spanish instantiates a framework
for the semantic classification of sentences in a language -

particular way. More important, the analysis presented within
this framework differs from previous analyses in two fundamental
ways: (1) syntactically, this one crucially distinguishes
between tensed and untensed structures, proposing that tense is
the exclusive property of the indicative inflections, while all

other moods are untensed; and (2) semantical ly and
propositional l y, it separates the indicative, on the one hand,
from the subjunctive, imperative and infinitive, on the other,
and classifies these last three together because of their common
propositional basis, 47. This analysis explains the property of
assertion of the indicative as a function of its different
propositional basis, P, syntactically reflected in tense. The

mood classification in this proposal can be schematized as
follows:

(82) SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES

+TENSE -TENSE

INDICATIVE SUBJ INF IMP

The indicative, then, since it is the only mood that may be
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used to assert, contains those elements which make possible a
judgment about the truth value of sentences. Those elements are
tense /aspect or tense /modality. Tense is found exclusively in the

indicative inflections, a fact which can easily lead us to

conclude that the Spanish AUX (AUX is defined as "crucially
containing elements marking tense and /or modality..." (Steele,
1981:21; emphasis added)) is partially found in the indicative

inflections. But such a conclusion poses a problem.

The ful 1 definition of AUX is the fol lowing: "Given a set

of language- internal analyses, those constituents which may
contain only a specified (i.e. fixed and small) set of elements
crucially containing elements marking tense and /or modality, will

be identified as nondistinct." (Steele, 1981 :21)

The stumbling block in the definition, as far as Spanish is
concerned, is the issue of constituency. On most standard
accounts of constituency, the indicative inflections cannot be
said to be constituents, yet if they are to be identified as an
instantiation of AUX under this definition they must be. In

short, Spanish cannot instantiate the definition. Nor is the
problem peculiar to Spanish, that is, one cannot simply appeal to

a case of markedness. The same problem would obtain in many

other Indo- European languages, certainly in all the Romance
languages. The definition's requirements are limited
(constituency, tense, and modality), yet one of them cannot be
met in al 1 languages. The possibi 1 ities are that the category
AUX is not universal or that the definition is faulty.

If we were to accept the first possibi l ity on the grounds

that we have here a language that cannot instantiate the
definition, we would have to ignore very convincing evidence that
the said language does indeed partake of the cross -linguistic
equivalence category termed AUX. As shown in Steele 1981, the
empirical analyses of four unrelated languages have instantiated
the definition, yielding thereby a number of non -definitional
properties (155 -156); the non -definitional properties have led to
the hypothesis that AUX makes possible a judgment about the truth
value of a sentence (157); and the hypothesis has been refined
and enhanced through the framework proposed in Chapter IV of
Steele 1981. I have shown in this paper that Spanish
instantiates the framework in a language- particular way and that
the verbal inflections make possible a judgment about the truth
value of sentences in Spanish. I have not shown that Spanish
also displays some of the non -definitional properties as the
languages analyzed in Steele 1981, since the stated purpose of

this paper was to do a semantic classification of Spanish
sentences and clauses. Nevertheless, Spanish does display some
of the same non -definitional properties. This is strong evidence
that the phenomenon described here for Spanish should be treated
as equivalent to the instantiation of AUX in other languages.
And so we are left with the curious case of a language that
fulilis all the predictions made by a definition, but cannot
instantiate the definition itself. The definition, there-
fore appears to be inadequate and in need of revision.
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Footnotes

1. My use of the term "mood" throughout this paper needs
qualification. There is no agreement in the literature,
synchronically or historically, as to how many moods Spanish has,

what they are, or even what a mood is. Since the facts explored
in this paper do not depend on any definition of "mood, I will be
using the term to refer to each of the sets of verb inflections
commonly known as indicative, subjunctive, imperative, and
infinitive, but without in any way subscribing to anyone's use or
definition (if any) of the term. I use it strictly mnemonically.

2. Throughout this paper, the mood of a verb will be indicated
in capitals immediately below it. The following abbreviations
will be used: IND for indicative, SUBJ for subjunctive, INF for

infinitive, and IMP for imperative. Since verbs are the focus of
the data, they appear in capitals.

3. The fol lowing terms are used here in the sense Comrie gives
them (Comrie, 1978:3, 12): aspect is a way of "viewing the
internal temporal constituency of a situation "; the imperfective
focuses on the internal temporal constituency of an event or
process as if it were a background, while the perfective "denotes

a temporal constituency "; and perfect refers to past situations
that have present relevance.

4. In its modal meaning, which expresses a meaning of skill
similar to poder 'to be able to' (but not a related notion of
permission), saber must be followed by an infinitive; in its 'non -

modal meaning, saber's complements must be in the indicative if
the embedding proposition is affirmative. If the embedding
proposition is negative, subjunctives may optionally be used in
the embedded clause.

5. There is a modal difference between the present -form and the

past -form subjunctive, but full discussion of it is beyond the
scope of this paper, and, in any case, is irrelevant to the claims
made here.

6. This is a phenomenon which has been attested in other

dialects of Spanish as well. Kany cites uses from Chile,
Bolivia, Ecuador, and Venezuela (Kany 1951:181 -2).
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